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On the Cover: the classically-styled 
SE122 is our longest-running model.



Unique among U.S. importers, T R Imports 
is the only true Turkish-American joint 

venture manufacturer. Turkey has an old and 
well-developed arms industry, with excellent 
producers who, but for our investment and 
marketing efforts, would not have access to 
the U.S. market. Communicating daily, our 
American and Turkish managers work as hard 
as the craftsmen in our plants to bring you 
a broad selection of shotguns, from simple 
single shots to custom-grade and competition 
guns. Gathered under the Silver Eagle brand, 
our shotguns are available only from T R 
Imports and participating dealers. 



For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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Custom & Competition
Featuring deep, hand-chiselled engraving, Grade 4 or 5 Turkish walnut, and exquisite fit and finish, inside 
and out. Except options listed here, basic specifications are the same as those for standard-grade O&U and 
SxS. Options include engraved metal, wood or standard rubber buttplate; semi pistol grip or Prince-of-
Wales; custom length of pull and barrel length; fixed or changeable chokes; 12ga only.

All custom and GH series guns ship in a form-fitted soft case.

Competition Skeet

SGR5 O&U

Custom Game Scene

www.trimports.com
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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GH Series
All guns in our GH series are hand-fitted and hand-engraved. Receivers are milled from solid steel blanks

103FE

103DE

200ACE

200A

(817)750-2291
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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C105

C105

C105LX

While our hand-engraved double guns are as popular as ever, the simple fact is that the expense of such 
handwork puts those guns out of the range of many shooters. Our answer is the C105. Production cost is 
lowered by engraving with laser rather than hammer and chisel. The result is a high-quality all-steel gun, 
with standard auto ejectors and five choke tubes, at an entry level price.

www.trimports.com
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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Light Super

C105

We are very excited about our new Light Super Pro! In addition to the features found on the field version, 
the Pro includes a 4-way adjustable comb with preset spacers for quickly adjusting between shooters; 30” 
barrel with white front and brass mid-beads; included Skeet 1 and Skeet 2 extended tubes, with full sets of 
extended and flush available.

Most low and medium-priced double guns achieve cost savings and weight reduction through the use of 
aluminum in place of steel, but our new Light Super achieves light weight (6.5lb) and durability through 
the use of sophisticated steel alloys. With standard auto ejectors and five choke tubes, the Light Super is a 
full-featured sporting gun at a surprisingly affordable price.

(817)750-2291
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.

Alesta

Alesta LX

Alesta .410
Based on a century-old design, the Alesta is a classic double trigger side-by-side. The standard version is 
equipped with all-black finish, Turkish walnut and Prince-of Wales grip. The LX features upgraded wood 
in an English stock with gilded trigger, hammer and break-open lever. Ships with soft carry case. Until 
now, the Alesta has not been seen outside of its home country, Turkey, where it is hugely popular.
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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Kinetic 12 Camo

Kinetic 12 LX

Kinetic SS, with 2-piece receiver 
(817)750-2291
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You asked for a solid, reasonably priced inertial action, and we listened: meet the Kinetic 12. Available in Realtree Max-
5, walnut and basic black, the Kinetic 12 utilizes the proven rotating bolt-type lockup, a durable system with reliable 
action across a wide range of target and field loads. The Kinetic SS features a high-tech modular, two-piece receiver for 
the easiest disassembly you’ll ever see.



For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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SE122 & SE202
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os Produced in Konya, Turkey, in a small plant whose founder and chief engineer still exercises daily control over the 

operation, the SE122 is a gun with traditional appearance but innovative features, including a dual-purpose bolt/
magazine release button, allowing removal of shells from the magazine without cycling the action, a tough but sensitive  
gas piston with built-in shock absorption, and a barrel back-bored to .740” using the advanced German Rottweiler 
system.  This tough-as-nails beauty is light on the shoulder and patterns like a dream. Barrels: 26”, 28” and 20” smooth-
bore slug with rifle sights. Available in right and left hand. The SE122 is the gun of choice for heavy-duty use, 
including guide work and gun-club rental.

SE202 (20ga)

SE122 (12ga)

SE202 Synthetic

Also available in Left-Hand!

www.trimports.com
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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Sporter

SE17
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osFar and away our best seller, the Sporter is an incredible value. With its stylishly crafted Turkish walnut stock, industry-
leading metallurgy, and extremely responsive gas system, the Sporter handles everything from target loads to 3-inch 
magnums, and more than holds its own against guns costing hundreds of  dollars more. Note the all-metal trigger 
assembly, precise checkering, and beautifully finished wood. (The gun featured here is typical). 12 & 20ga adult, 20ga 
youth. A good choice for all-round use. 

The SE17 is economical but still attractive alternative to our popular Sporter. Produced in the same plant, simplified 
components and a plainer stock yield lower cost without sacrificing versatility: the SE17 still ships with 5 choke tubes and 
is available in 12 & 20ga adult, 20ga youth.

12ga

12ga

20ga

(817)750-2291
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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XT3    semi-auto .410
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In 2016 we addressed the scarcity of  good semi-automatic .410s in the U.S. market with our XT3, and in 2017, in response 
to popular demand, we add a full-length field version. The XT3 is a durable gun with very high-quality components, 
including a  precisely milled action bar with weldless design, a ratcheting barrel lock ring, and a solid, dual-ring gas piston. 
Fed by a detachable, bottom-feeding magazine, the XT3 also is the fastest-cycling semi auto we’ve ever seen. Although 
a good choice for the young shooter, the XT3 is not strictly a youth gun; weighing 5 lb and equipped with 22” slug/shot 
barrel, it is highly suitable for home defense, especially where a lighter or lower-recoiling weapon is desirable. All versions 
ship in hard case with 2 magazines and a sling.

XT3 Slug

XT3 Field (also available in black)

XT3 Tactical Semi Auto
Note: in accordance with import 
regulations, stock is fixed-position.

www.trimports.com
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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SE122 Tactical
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Finally! An AR-style shotgun with function to match its looks! Developed from our popular and long-lived SE122, our newest tactical 
offering features the same impeccable engineering and high quality. The unique gas metering system dynamically regulates exhaust 
pressure to ensure cycling as rapid and smooth with 7/8oz target loads as with heavy 3” magnums. Ships in hard case with 2- and 5- shell 
magazines.

SE122 Tactical - Bronze

SE122 Tactical

(817)750-2291
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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XP15

XP15, Walnut

XP15, Marine

Our popular XP15 is a workhorse, featuring rugged quality, with state-of-the art metallurgy (C4140 steel barrel; incredibly 
tough firing pin and action). Both field and marine versions are offered in 20” smooth slug barrel, 28” with 5 choke tubes, 
or both (combo). To enhance solid lockup in tough conditions, the Marine version features forward-assist closing of  the 
action. Also available in combo packages with slug and field barrels.
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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Introduced in 2018, our RZ17, even more economical than the XP15, has proven so popular that we have expanded the 
line to include tactical, home defense, and even a 20ga version (RZ20). To enhance solid lockup in tough conditions, all 
versions include forward-assist closing of  the action. Fieldd versions ship with 5 flush choke tubes.

RZ17
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RZ17 (12ga) & RZ20 (20ga)

RZ17 HD (Home Defense)

RZ17 Tactical Pump

(817)750-2291
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For full descriptions, see SKU list beginning on page 20.
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Designed with the young hunter in mind, the Stalker is tough, simple and safe, with hammerless design, extractor, and 
cross-bolt safety. Initially presented as a youth gun in 20” smooth slug and 22” vent rib .410 with Turkish Walnut, by 
popular demand we added adult models: 12ga in 20” smooth slug and 28” ventilated rib barrels; .410 in 28” ventilated rib; 
20ga youth and adult with 26” ventilated rib.

www.trimports.com
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Stalker 12ga

Stalker .410

Stalker .410 Youth



Rössler Waffen, of Austria, has produced what may 
be the best quality rifle on the market. Named 

Gun Tests Magazine “Gun of the Year”, the Titan 6 is a 
great-looking, phenomenally accurate rifle that allows 
you to change calibers, in field conditions, in two 
minutes. With the Titan 3 (small caliber) and Titan 16 
straight-pull action, the Titan line offers 33 calibers, 
including 6.5 Creedmoor and .450 Bushmaster, 
and an amazing array of custom options, from the 
Target rifle pictured here to the entry-level Titan 
Alpha. The rifles presented on the next few pages 
are a mere sample of models available. To appreciate 
the depth and versatility of this line, see what’s on 
offer in our separate rifle catalogue. Better yet, visit 
the rifle section of our web site and use our unique 
Configurator to design your own!



Titan 6 Target

Titan 6 Light Target
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Orientation only; for complete information, see separate rifle catalogue

Heavy, 25mm hand-lapped barrel; one-
touch adjustable comb and butt plate.

22mm barrel; fully adjustable comb and 
buttplate

www.trimports.com
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Titan 16 Exclusive

Titan 3 & 6 Luxus
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Orientation only; for complete information, see separate rifle catalogue

High-grade gloss finished walnut with 
Bavarian double-rabbetted stock.

Oil finished walnut with Bavarian stock.

(817)750-2291

19Yes, the Titan 3 & 6 are available in LH!
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Unless otherwise noted, all shotguns are chambered for 3” and shorter, walnut, and ship with 5 choke tubes.

SKU Description

Semi-Automatics

SPTR30 Silver Eagle Sporter Semi Auto Shotgun, 30” barrel
SPTR28 Silver Eagle Sporter Semi Auto Shotgun, 28” barrel
SPTR26 Silver Eagle Sporter Semi Auto Shotgun, 26” barrel
SPTR24 Silver Eagle Sporter Semi Auto Shotgun, 24” barrel
SPTRSLG Silver Eagle Sporter Semi Auto Shotgun, 20” smooth barrel w/ adj rifle sights
SPTR2026 Silver Eagle Sporter Semi Auto Shotgun, 26” barrel, 20ga
SPTR2024Y Silver Eagle Sporter Semi Auto Shotgun, 24” barrel, 20ga, youth stock 
BRLSPTRXX Extra barrels for Sporter models, where “XX” = length (includes 20” slug barrel w/ fiber optic front and ad-

justable rifle sights)
SE171228 Silver Eagle SE17 Semi Auto Shotgun, 12 ga, 28” barrel
SE172026 Silver Eagle SE17 Semi Auto Shotgun, 20 ga, 26” barrel
SE172420Y Silver Eagle SE17 Semi Auto Shotgun, 24” barrel, 20ga, youth stock 
SE12228 Silver Eagle Semi Auto Shotgun, 12ga, 28” barrel
SE12226 Silver Eagle Semi Auto Shotgun, 12ga, 26” barrel
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SE12228LH Silver Eagle Semi Auto Shotgun, 12ga, 28” barrel, Left Hand
SE20226 Silver Eagle Semi Auto Shotgun, 20ga, 26” barrel
SE20228 Silver Eagle Semi Auto Shotgun, 20ga, 28” barrel
SE20226S Silver Eagle Semi Auto Shotgun, 20ga, 26” barrel, synthetic stock
K1228S Kinetic 12:Tough-as nails but sensitive inertial action, designed to cycle from 7/8 to 1 3/4 oz loads, including 

steel. Black Synthetic; 28” vent rib barrel
K1228C Kinetic 12: Tough-as nails but sensitive inertial action, designed to cycle from 7/8 to 1 3/4 oz loads, includ-

ing steel. Realtree Max-5; 28” vent rib barrel
K1228LX Kinetic 12: Tough-as nails but sensitive inertial action, designed to cycle from 7/8 to 1 3/4 oz loads, includ-

ing steel. Beautiful Turkish walnut; 28” vent rib barrel
K1228SS A big upgrade from our standard Kinetics: 2-piece receiver gives quick access to action and trigger plate; 

hardened and polished action components for high-volume shooting; Beautiful Turkish Walnut; 28” vent rib 
barrel

SE122TAC The new tactical version of our heavy-duty SE122, AR style, with detachable magazines (ships with 2- and 
5-shell mags); removable door-buster style muzzle brake; extended choke tubes (F, XF) available; adjust-
able rear sight/carry handle and adjustable fiber optic front sight; quad rail; advanced, fast-action gas sys-
tem with variable gas valve handles everything from light target to 3” magnum loads. 

SE122TACB SE122 Tactical with Cerakote, AR style, with detachable magazines (ships with 2- and 5-shell mags); re-
movable door-buster style muzzle brake, modified to yield shorter overall length than SE122TAC; extended 
choke tubes (F, XF) available; adjustable rear sight/carry handle and adjustable fiber optic front sight; quad 
rail; advanced, fast-action gas system with variable gas valve handles everything from light target to 3” 
magnum loads.

SE202TAC The new tactical version of our heavy-duty SE202, AR style, with detachable magazines (ships with 2- and 
5-shell mags); removable door-buster style muzzle brake; adjustable rear sight/carry handle and adjustable 
fiber optic front sight; quad rail; advanced, fast-action gas system with variable gas valve handles every-
thing from light target to 3” magnum loads.
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XT3 Semi Auto Shotgun, .410; two 5-shell detachable magazines, hard case, sling included; 22” smooth slug brl 
with rear notch and FO front sights

XT3TAC Tactical Semi Auto Shotgun, .410; two 5-shell detachable magazines, hard case, sling included; 18.5” 
smooth slug brl with muzzle brake

XT3T28 Semi Auto Shotgun, .410; 2 5-shell detachable magazines, hard case, 28” vent rib brl with 3 choke tubes 
(IC, M, F)

XT3B28 Semi Auto Shotgun, .410; 2 5-shell detachable magazines, hard case, 28” vent rib brl with 3 choke tubes 
(IC, M, F)

Pump-Action
XP1228W XP 12ga, 28in ventilated rib brl with 5 choke tubes, walnut
XP1220M XP 12ga, 20in smooth slug brl w/ adj rifle sights, marine
BRLXP_____ Extra barrel, any configuration; see sell sheet for exact SKUs
CT12 Extra Choke tube set (C,IC,M,IM,F) in plastic case with wrench
RZ17 RZ17 12ga, 28in ventilated rib brl with 5 choke tubes, synthetic
RZ17TAC RZ17 12ga, 18.5” barrel, tactical pistol grip stock, Picatinny rail Fore end
RZ17HD RZ17 pump action (Home Defense) 12ga,  18.5” barrel with adj rea, fiber optic front sights 
RZ20 RZ20 20ga, 26in ventilated rib brl with 5 choke tubes, synthetic

Stalker Single Shot
TK3620Y Stalker Youth Slug, .410, 20in with adj sights, IC choke
TK3622Y Stalker Youth Field, .410, 22in vent rib, FO bead, F choke
TK3628 Stalker Full-Size, .410, 28” with vent rib, C choke
TK2026 Single-Shot, break-action 20ga, adult stock, 26” barrel, M choke
TK2026Y Single-Shot, break-action 20ga, youth stock, 26” barrel, M choke
TK1220Y Stalker Youth Slug, 12ga, 20in with adj sights, IC choke
TK1220 Stalker Slug, 12ga, 20in with adj sights, IC choke
TK1228 Stalker Full-Size, 12ga, 28” with vent rib, IC choke
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T R Imports Inc
5778 Park Vista Cir Ste 302

Fort Worth, TX 76244
info@trimports.com

For ordering, support, warranty information and more, please visit us at www.
trimports.com.

Thank you!

Silver Eagle Double Guns
Note: all double guns have 3” chambers, Turkish walnut with hand-rubbed oil finish, and 5 choke tubes in 
plastic case w/wrench

GH103DE1228 103DE O&U 12ga, 28”, auto ejectors, lightly hand-engraved receiver
GH103FE1228 103FE Deluxe O&U 12ga, 28”, auto ejectors, fully hand-engraved rcvr
GH200A1228 200A SxS 12ga, 28”, extractors, lightly hand-engraved receiver
GH200ACE1228 200ACE SxS 12ga, 28”, auto ejectors, fully hand-engraved rcvr
OHAL3628 Alesta; 410 SxS with all-steel construction. Finished in gloss black with Turkish walnut and Prince-of-Wales 

stock. Choked IC & M
OHALX3628 Alesta LX; 410 SxS with all-steel construction;  gold-colored trigger, top lever and barrel release, plus an En-

glish stock in upgraded Turkish walnut. Choked IC & M
C1051228 C105 O&U 12ga; A solid, all-steel O&U with elegant laser engraved receiver finished in satin black; an eco-

nomical but equally durable alternative to the popular 103DE and 103FE
C1051228LX C105LX O&U 12ga; A solid, all-steel O&U with elegant laser engraved receiver finished in satin silver; an 

economical but beautiful step up from our model 105
LS1228 A light weight O&U without compromise: our Light Super weighs in at only 6.5lb, but unlike other lighweight 

models, the LS features all-steel construction for durability and good looks. Advanced alloys make the differ-
ence. 

LSP1230 Light Super Pro; 30” barrel, white front, brass mid-bead; adjustable comb; ships with SK1 & SK2 extended 
tubes; additional tubes available



Our goal is to serve the American 
sportsman by seeking out and 

bringing to market lesser-known but 
high quality products, from Europe 
and elsewhere, and by providing 
excellent value for money. We are 
committed to providing service and 
long-term support that are as highly 
respected as our firearms.


